The Gulf Annual Stockholders Meeting will be held on April 24th in Pittsburgh at the Carnegie Music Hall Auditorium. We would like to have one representative from each city come to the meeting to symbolically return a credit card expressing the concerns of the people of their city for the people of Angola. We will attempt to get proxies for people to attend the meeting. It is extremely important that something big happen at Gulf's meeting this year since there is no proxy resolution. We also plan to make a motion concerning updating of Gulf's relationship to Portugal during the business meeting. We will arrange overnight accommodations for those coming. Please make this a priority for April. We would like to hear from you soon if you are interested in this action.

CALL FOR CREDIT CARDS
If you have Gulf credit cards or if you contact people who do and they are willing to give them to us, we would like you to do one of the following actions: 1) You keep the cards but notify us of how many you have, or 2) You break them in two and send them to us. We can foresee situations where we will want to use credit cards in an action and will need to have a supply.

TELEPHONE NUMBER CHANGED
The telephone number for the Gulf Boycott Coalition is now (513) 274-6697.

BRITISH GROUP LAUNCHES NATIONAL CAMPAIGN
Plans from Oxford, England, from the Gulf Boycott Committee there reveal that a national campaign was launched the week of February 19th with a press conference, picketing at local stations, activities outside Gulf headquarters in London, and at the Gulf refinery in Milford Haven. A very important meeting was planned for February 23rd at the New Theatre London School of Economics where Basil Davidson, Ruth First, and Louis Turner spoke. Other plans included a motorcade, showing of films on the M.P.L.A., street theatre, and numerous other organizing activities.

LOCAL GROUPS PRINT OWN MATERIAL
A number of organizations have used Gulf Boycott Coalition material and adapted it and printed it themselves for their own use in local actions. We have samples from Oxford, Mississippi, and Annapolis, Maryland. If any other groups have done their own thing we would appreciate having a sample for our files.

VITAMIN C NEEDED IN ANGOLA
An urgent need for Vitamin C has arisen in the liberated regions of Angola. The Chicago Committee for the Liberation of Angola, Mozambique, and Guinea (CCLAMG) is undertaking a campaign to collect Vitamin C to send to Angola. Donations of Vitamin C in 250 mg. dosages in plastic amber bottles can be sent to CCLAMG, 2546 North Halsted Street, Chicago, Ill. 60614. Phone (312) 348-3370.

Gulf Boycott Coalition, Box 123 D.V. Station, Dayton, Ohio 45406
Members of the Gulf Boycott Coalition will be going to Washington on March 29th where they have been invited to speak at the hearings of the House Foreign Relations Subcommittee on Africa which is investigating U.S. investment in Southern Africa.

The spring itinerary for Gulf Boycott organizers calls for visits to St. Louis, Atlanta, Birmingham, Boston, New York City, Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, and Ithaca. If you live in one of these cities we hope we'll see you there, if we haven't already!

Washington Office on Africa. This office monitors United States policy toward white-ruled southern Africa. The enclosed papers explain U.S. decisions affecting economic sanctions against Rhodesia, fair employment practices in Southern Africa, revocation of South Africa's sugar quota, economic aid to Portugal, and recognition of Guinea Bissau. Proposed legislation is described and suggested actions for individuals and local groups is presented.

Letter from Church Group in Chile. This letter, reprinted from the American Report, gives an on-the-scene view of the effect of corporate interest on people of the Third World.

Highlights of CIC Reply to Harvard's Farber Report. The Corporate Information Center of the National Council of Churches has published a reply to the Stephen Farber Report challenging whether or not much new information was shed on the Angolan situation and whether or not Farber could really claim to be an objective observer. Brief highlights of the CIC report are enclosed for your information.

Bibliography. Sources for excellent background material on Angola, Portuguese colonialism, Gulf Oil Corporation, the U.S. government, the U.N. and the churches is provided in the brief but authoritative bibliography which is also enclosed.